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201 A quantity of garden tools
202 A parasol and quantity of metal bars
203 A quantity of garden tools
204 A quantity of plumbing and decorating items
205 An otter and 2 other garden ormanents
206 5 lengths of wire netting
207 5 rolls of roofing felt
208 An extending wooden ladder
209 A roll of heavy rope
210 A quantity of grow bags
211 A quantity of garden canes
212 A small tool cabinet
213 A mixed lot including parasols
214 A large quantity of garden pots
215 A quantity of enamel ware
216 A quantity of snow shovels, brooms etc
217 A hard hat etc
218 A Flymo mower and a lawn spreader
219 A Flymo mower
220 A small Flymo mower
221 A quantity of basket ware
222 A Singer treadle sewing machine base
223 A quantity of folding chairs
224 A quantity of golf clubs
225 A step stool
226 A quantity of tools etc
227 A wheel barrow, hose pipe and a wheel
228 3 vacuum cleaners all in working order
229 A Hoover vacuum cleaner in working order
230 A vacuum cleaner
231 A long extension lead
232 2 plastic 3 drawer storage chests
233 A 2 drawer chest and an occasional table
234 A corner desk
235 A Hoover vacuum cleaner in working order
236 2 vacuum cleaners in working order
237 A greenhouse heater and a plant stand
238 A gas barbecue
239 A quantity of garden tools
240 A quantity of aluminium pans
241 A wooden ladder
242 A quantity of garden pots etc
243 A dust bin
244 A mixed lot including trellis

245 A mixed lot including back pack
246 2 bath sides and 2 louvre doors
247 A dust bin and a wooden planter
248 2 standard lamps
249 A quantity of mower cables
250 An electric heater
251 4 garden chairs
252 A folding paste table
253 A foot pump etc
254 A Vax vacuum cleaner
255 A set of wooden shelves
256 2 vacuum cleaners
257 A mower and a strimmer
258 A quantity of drain rods and piece of floor covering
259 A kitchen table (missing drawers) and a bathroom cabinet
260 An exercise bike and a rowing machine
261 A large garden parasol
262 A step ladder
263 A garden bench
264 A quantity of tools
265 4 boxed of tools etc
266 An oval mirror
267 A metal and glass ceiling light
268 A cast iron fire place
269 An Indesit washing machine
270 A microwave oven
271 A 5 drawer chest
272 A Hotpoint washing machine
273 A Duvet, sheets etc
274 A wardrobe
275 A wardrobe
276 A quantity of books
277 A linen bin
278 A computer desk
279 3 stools
280 An ottoman
281 A 2 drawer chest
282 A wooden ironing board
283 A tall boy
284 A what not
285 A 4 drawer filing cabinet
286 A gout stool
287 A dressing table
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288 A folding stool
289 2 suitcases
290 A teak wall unit
291 A dressing table
292 A 6 drawer plastic chest
293 An oak cupboard
294 A long length of fabric
295 A teak book case
296 2 suitcases and contents
297 A teak cupboard
298 A quantity of framed and glazed adverts etc
299 A cane conservatory settee and chair
300 A mixed lot of glass and china
301 A boxed iron and telephone
302 4 metal stools
303 A Revelation suitcase
304 A circular dining table
305 2 retro magazine racks
306 4 volumes of 'The World of Children'
307 A 4 drawer specimen chest
308 An old radio
309 An occasional table
310 An Indesit spin drier
311 4 shelves of stainless steel pans etc
312 A 3 tier stand and a stool
313 A box of computer parts
314 A quantity of blankets etc
315 A pair of Victorian vases, a/.f
316 A quantity of wall paper
317 A mixed lot including Pyrex, 2 shelves
318 A quantity of blankets etc
319 A bureau
320 A CD rack
321 2 wall lights with glass shades and a table lamp
322 A quantity of curtains etc
323 A quantity of new underwear etc
324 2 suitcases
325 A box of books
326 2 large boxes of clothing
327 2 oil lamp style ceiling lights
328 2 brass ceiling lights
329 A large quantity of red shorts
330 A quantity of mirrors
331 A mixed lot of rose decorated ornaments
332 A mixed lot of pottery jugs etc
333 A box of china plates etc

334 A ribbon dish, 3 ribbon plates and 2 other plates
335 20 volumes of collecting antiques
336 A Sekonic projector, camera, old newspapers and magazines
337 A quantity of soft toys
338 A box of lego
339 4 shelves of games, puzzles, snooker and pool balls etc
340 A mixed lot of kitchen and vanity items
341 A mixed lot of hand bags etc
342 A mixed lot of china
343 A quantity of electronic items
344 A mixed lot including blue and white
345 A quantity of blankets and towels
346 A quantity of 'The Connoisseur' magazine
347 A quantity of hats
348 A quantity of tools including Black and Decker
349 A quantity of hats, shirt etc
350 A quantity of shoes etc
351 3 table lamps
352 A quantity of silk flowers
353 A mixed lot including hen dish
354 A quantity of electronic items
355 A DVD player etc
356 A pair of small glazed cabinets
357 A mixed lot of pottery and china items
358 3 table lamps
359 A quantity of soft toys etc
360 A quantity of office files etc
361 A sewing basket and items
362 A quantity of Christmas decorations
363 A mixed lot of drinking glasses
364 4 boxes of electronics magazines
365 A Bower & Wilkins 'Zeppelin' speaker
366 A large quantity of DVD's
367 A quantity of blankets etc
368 2 boxes of tools, karaoke etc
369 3 doll hairdressing heads
370 A quantity of sports books, sports videos and gardening books
371 A computer and scanner
372 A suitcase and a large wind chime
373 A popcorn maker, chocolate fountain and 2 other items
374 A mixed lot of china and glass
375 A quantity of Hornsea pottery
376 An electric planer and saw
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377 A mixed lot of figures
378 A mixed lot of china and glass
379 A mixed lot of china including teapots
380 A box of books and a quantity of hand bags
381 A mixed lot including storage jars
382 A Wedgwood tea and dinner set
383 A box of miscellaneous china
384 3 glass hors d'ouvre dishes etc
385 A quantity of TV comics
386 A mixed lot of glass ware
387 2 holdalls and a bag
388 A quantity of books
389 A Sharp electric typewriter
390 A quantity of kitchen tools
391 A china dinner set
392 A painted CD rack
393 An office chair
394 3 bathroom chests
395 A pine stool
396 A box of die cast toys
397 A vintage projector
398 A large quantity of Christmas decorations
399 2 large soft toys
400 A 2 drawer filing cabinet and a bedside cabinet
401 2 chairs and a bedside cabinet
402 A green rug
403 A floor standing fan
404 A linen bin
405 A bean bag seat
406 A projector, screen, stand and accessories
407 A metal head board
408 An occasional table
409 3 clothes horses
410 A box of miscellaneous
411 A box of pictures and frames
412 A box of brass including oil lamp
413 A kitchen scale and a shredder
414 A metal detector
415 A sander, paint stripper and wood plane
416 A 6" bench grinder
417 A drill and 2 other items
418 A quantity of pictures including decoupage
419 A pair of Chinese figures, photo frame, scale etc
420 A pair of Jimmy Choo shoes
421 2 vintage wooden fishing reels
422 A book case

423 A teak corner unit
424 A mixed lot including trinket set
425 A sandwich toaster
426 A large toy dog
427 A DVD player and a quantity of records
428 A Sony Camcorder etc
429 2 leather hats and 2 others
430 2 lap trays
431 A TV surround sound set
432 A mixed lot of glass and china
433 A mixed lot of glass and china
434 A mixed lot of pottery
435 A box of electrical magazines
436 A still life oil on board
437 A music centre and DVD's
438 A mixed lot including tankards
439 A quantity of old Beano comics
440 A mixed lot of glassware
441 A small shelf unit
442 A double divan bed with mattress
443 A cane bedroom chair
444 A rocking chair
445 A bedroom chair
446 6 course fishing rods
447 A double divan bed with headboard
448 A picnic table
449 A modern cupboard
450 A James Kent three tier cake stand
451 A storage stool
452 A modern occasional table
453 A suitcase containing post card and photo albums
454 A bedroom chair
455 A set of 4 chairs
456 6 trilby hats
457 2 arm chairs
458 A pair of mahogany dining chairs
459 A music centre
460 An office chair
461 4 pairs of wooden door knobs
462 A vintage child's rake and hoe
463 A mixed lot of glassware
464 A meat platter, plates, figures, brass pig etc
465 A mixed lot of figures, vase etc
466 A pair of framed and glazed prints
467 A telephone seat
468 A record cabinet
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469 A box of office items
470 A framed and glazed decoupage picture of birds
471 A new garden spade and fork
472 A gilt framed mirror
473 A brief case
474 A quantity of books including children's
475 A mixed lot of glass and china including vases
476 3 clocks
477 A quantity of table lamps
478 A pair of oils on canvas
479 A boxed pair of Jaco roller skates
480 A boxed dinner set
481 A quantity of children's books
482 A quantity of workshop manuals etc
483 4 folders of Railway Modeller
484 A photo album and a cine camera
485 2 glass lamp shades
486 6 framed and glazed prints
487 A box of miscellaneous china etc
488 An oil on canvas winter scene
489 A modern pastel portrait
490 A 3 drawer filing cabinet
491 A pair of chairs
492 A single pine headboard
493 A commode chair
494 A tree wall ornament
495 2 old radios and a tray
496 A quantity of cutlery
497 A child's pull along horse and a wheelbarrow
498 A Hitachi DVD player and a Hitachi video recorder
499 A teak TV stand
500 A wall clock
501 A blue and white plant pot with artificial bamboo
502 3 boxed Royal Doulton plates and 4 others
503 A pair of Cloissonne vases and 2 blue and white plates
504 4 vintage clocks
505 A mixed lot including cat and owl
506 A sewing box and quantity of knitting pins
507 A set of 6 cut glass tumblers and a glass clock
508 A mixed lot including fox figure
509 A metal companion set etc
510 A gilt framed mirror
511 3 figurines
512 A quantity of pencil sketches
513 2 suitcases

514 A nest of 3 teak tables
515 A mantel clock
516 An electric shock machine
517 2 oils on board
518 A pouffe
519 A fretwork hand mirror
520 A folder of post cards
521 2 coffee pots, a vase and an incense burner
522 A specimen chest
523 A teapot, sugar bowl and vase
524 5 clocks
525 An oil on canvas village scene
526 A pair of Buddha figures
527 A midwinter coffee set
528 A box of light fittings
529 A mixed lot including key rings, paperweight etc
530 A boxed pair of binoculars
531 A parasol
532 A set of graduated brass Persian coffee pots
533 A Singer sewing machine
534 A china tea set
535 A ship in a bottle and 3 other model ships
536 A tripod occasional table
537 A mixed lot of Wedgwood vases, trinket trays etc
538 A set of retro coat hooks
539 A set of dominoes for the blind
540 A knitting machine
541 2 nude prints
542 A quantity of boxes including lacquered
543 An art glass dish
544 A bird group and 2 figurines
545 A brass pressure gauge
546 4 glass paperweights
547 4 teapots
548 A quantity of dominoes etc
549 A pestle and mortar
550 4 items of Mason's china
551 A Carlton ware jug
552 A seal figures, 2 other figures and 2 wall masks
553 A mixed lot of silver plate
554 A large skull money box
555 A vintage teddy bear
556 2 cheese dishes and 2 planters
557 A mixed lot of silver plate
558 A Victorian lamp base
559 A quantity of vases 
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560 An oak barley twist leg occasional table
561 A sewing machine
562 A mirror
563 A Polykit and contents
564 A gilt framed floral picture
565 A vintage wooden jigsaw puzzle
566 A mandolin
567 A wall hanging
568 A pair of brass candlesticks and a letter rack
569 A standard lamp
570 A cased set of fish knives and forks
571 A set of sword letter openers on shield
572 A cherry boy figure
573 A quantity of dominoes, playing cards etc
574 2 knitting machines
575 3 trays of chandelier droppers
576 A knitting machine
577 5 snooker cues
578 A mixed lot of plates etc
579 A mixed lot including tiles, cutlery etc
580 A cine camera, tripod etc
581 A picnic basket and picnic set
582 3 kitchen chairs
583 An oil on canvas - poppies
584 4 snooker cues
585 A football whistle and scarf
586 An inlaid chair
587 A Maisto Aston Martin and 6 Corgi lorries including Eddie Stobart
588 A canteen of cutlery
589 A sandwich set
590 A quantity of amber glass including trinket set
591 A mixed lot of jewellery etc
592 A lustre bowl
593 A quantity of Wade whisky bells etc
594 4 china posies and an egg
595 A silver plated tureen
596 A carved wood hand and lizard
597 3 glass paperweights
598 A butterfly address book
599 A quantity of glass marbles
600 A box of costume dolls
601 An oil on canvas and 3 prints
602 An electric clock in working order
603 A quantity of coloured glass
604 A Royal Doulton character jug 'The Pied Piper'

605 A Corgi Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
606 A small vintage fishing reel
607 2 oils on board of roses and fruit
608 3 novelty salt and pepper pots
609 A set of seven dwarfs figures
610 A mixed lot of Chinese items
611 A Ship's decanter and 6 glasses
612 4 photo frames
613 A quantity of trophies including shooting and motor cycling
614 2 pairs of vases
615 3 framed and glazed prints including The Glory Hole, Lincoln
616 A gilt framed mirror
617 An oil on canvas rural landscape
618 A book case
619 A wall unit
620 Approximately 58 pieces of Spode Chinese Rose dinner and tea ware
621 A good quality modern teak wardrobe unit
622 A 3 drawer chest
623 A good quality modern 2 over 3 chest of drawers
624 A hand made blanket
625 2 good quality 3 drawer bedsides
626 A drop leaf table
627 A Japanese eggshell china tea set, a set of 6 glasses and 5 cups and saucers
628 A teak sideboard
629 An oak Grand father clock
630 A white wardrobe
631 A radio gramme
632 A quantity of new belts
633 A mixed lot of glass and china
634 A large lidded pot and 2 bowls
635 A radio gramme
636 3 dining chairs
637 5 framed and glazed sets of cigarette cards, Birds, Crowns, Horse, Wild flowers and dogs
638 A good quality 3 piece suite
639 A brass and iron fender
640 A set of brass fire dogs and fire irons
641 A brass trivet and a brass planter
642 A mixed lot of silver plate etc
643 A boxed set of lacquered coasters and a camera
644 A metal sign
645 A mixed lot including Toby jug
646 A mixed lot of blue and white dinner ware 
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647 2 framed and glazed prints
648 A tin plate truck and a tin plate cattle truck
649 A mixed lot of commemorative china
650 A doll's pushchair
651 A vintage doll
652 A knitting machine
653 A vintage torch
654 2 pairs of roller skates
655 A tin plate truck etc
656 A xylophone
657 A quantity of Price's cottage ware
658 A mixed lot of silver plate
659 A large wall hanging
660 A sewing machine
661 3 Edwardian chairs
662 A brass topped wine table
663 A large Victorian pine blanket box
664 A Victorian hall table
665 A storage stool
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